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 The resort offers 

elegant and spacious rooms and suites 

with private pools or outdoor jetted tubs, 

where you can relax and enjoy the stunning 

views. You can also pamper yourself at the 

award-winning spa “Callista”, which offers a variety 

of treatments and facilities to revitalize your body 

and mind. The resort also features a gourmet 

restaurant “Origins” that serves delicious dishes 

prepared from finest quality, locally sourced products 

with a distinct flavor and fragrance. You can also enjoy a 

drink at the cozy bar “Aroma” or at the poolside lounge. 

Castello Boutique Resort & Spa has all the modern features 

and amenities you need for a comfortable and memorable 

stay, such as free Wi-fi, outdoor & indoor pools, fitness center, 

16-hour room service, limousine rental, indoor garage with private 

parking for each room and express check-in/check-out. 

Castello Boutique Resort & Spa is 

a 5-star adults only hotel located in the beautiful 

seaside village of Sissi, Crete. It is part of the 

Castello Hotels Group and overlooks the 

immeasurable natural beauty of Crete in 

one of the most sought-after locations of 

the island, as well as the historic 

Archeological site of Malia Palace. 

 Castello Boutique Resort & Spa is the 

perfect destination for those 

seeking a combination of luxury, 

comfort and romance in Crete.
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The Castello Hotels Group was founded by Mr. Charis 

Kasmirlis, who was inspired by the Italian word "castello," 

meaning castle. This inspiration was drawn from the 

famous castle Rocca a Mare, built during the Venetian 

occupation of Crete at the old harbor of the city. This 

castle, known today as "Koules," was also called 

"Castel di Candia," or the Castle of Candia, as the 

city of Heraklion was called "Candia" at the time. 

The history of the Castello Hotels Group is one of 

dedication, hard work, and inspiration by Mr. 

Kasmirlis. After searching many places on the 

island, he found Sissi. The charming seaside 

village was the perfect place for the 

construction of his second hotel, the Castello 

Village Resort in 1990. 

LOCATION

Located in the beautiful and peaceful traditional 

village of Sisi, just 45km east of Heraklion on the 

island of Crete, 24km west of the cosmopolitan 

small town of Agios Nikolaos, the capital of  Lasithi 

region. Lasithi is known for its stunning 

landscapes, from the rugged mountains to the 

picturesque beaches and the fertile plains. It is 

home to several notable archaeological sites, 

including the Palace of Knossos, the capital of 

Minoan Crete, and the Lato, a well-preserved 

ancient city.

Visitors to Lasithi can enjoy a range of activities, 

from hiking and exploring the rugged terrain to 

relaxing on the beautiful beaches or 

experiencing the rich culture and traditions of the 

island. The region is also known for its excellent 

cuisine, with a focus on fresh, locally sourced 

ingredients and traditional recipes.

HISTORICAL REFERENCES



Sisi is a charming village on the north coast of Crete, about 

45km east of Heraklion. Unlike some of the more touristy 

resorts on the island, Sisi has preserved its traditional 

character and tranquil atmosphere. It is surrounded by olive 

groves and the azure waters of the Mediterranean, offering 

stunning views of the sea and mountains. Sisi has a small 

harbor where colorful fishing boats dock, creating a 

picturesque scene. You can enjoy a stroll along the coastal 

path, visit the nearby sandy beaches, or explore the hiking 

trails that lead to the hills and valleys. Sisi is a perfect 

place for nature lovers who want to experience the 

authentic beauty and culture of Crete.

Longitude: 25.523 
Latitude: 35.3086

ACCESS
Airport:“NikosKazantzakis”Airport,Heraklion, 40km
Port:HeraklionPort, 42km
Highway E75 (4 km)
To-From Ag.Nikolaos 24km (Route 90/E75- EasternCrete)
Rethymnon 134km (Western Crete Route 90/E75)
Chania 180km (Western Crete Route90/E75)
Archaeological Museum of Heraklion ( 42 km)
Village Center (150 m) - Shopping Area (150 m)
Sandy Beach (350 m) - Pebble beach (150 m) - The sea (100 m)
Minoan Palace of Knossos (45 km)
Kazantzakis Tomb (42 km)
Archaeological site of Malia (7 km)
Spinalonga Island (30 km)
Monastery of Agios Georgios at Selinari(4km)
General Hospital (Agios Nikolaos) (24 km)

LOCATION & AREA INFORMATION



SUPERIOR 
ROOM 

Garden/Mountain View

 

The Superior Rooms offer a modern and contemporary decor, 

elegantly appointed for your comfort and luxury. With garden 

or mountain views, these rooms are available on all floors and 

are perfect for a romantic getaway or a relaxing holiday in 

Crete. Enjoy the spacious bathroom, designed for your 

relaxation with a walk-in crystal cabin rain shower, and 

exclusive bath toiletries. Relax on the king-size mattress, stay 

connected with free high-speed internet, and pamper yourself 

in the designer bathroom. These flats are spacious and 

elegantly furnished, offering the perfect blend of comfort and 

luxury for your stay.

3 ADULTS 1 DOUBLE
& 1 SOFA BED

27-30m2



 The resort offers 

elegant and spacious rooms and suites 

with private pools or outdoor jetted tubs, 

where you can relax and enjoy the stunning 

views. You can also pamper yourself at the 

award-winning spa “Callista”, which offers a variety 

of treatments and facilities to revitalize your body 

and mind. The resort also features a gourmet 

restaurant “Origins” that serves delicious dishes 

prepared from finest quality, locally sourced products 

with a distinct flavor and fragrance. You can also enjoy a 

drink at the cozy bar “Aroma” or at the poolside lounge. 

Castello Boutique Resort & Spa has all the modern features 

and amenities you need for a comfortable and memorable 

stay, such as free Wi-fi, outdoor & indoor pools, fitness center, 

16-hour room service, limousine rental, indoor garage with private 

parking for each room and express check-in/check-out. 

2 ADULTS 27-30m2

SUPERIOR 
ROOM 

Pool View

 

The Superior Rooms with Pool View offer guests a comfortable 

and stylish stay in Crete. These rooms are located on the first 

and second floors and provide a direct view of the resort's large 

outdoor freshwater swimming pool.

Featuring fine furnishings, these rooms are designed with 

comfort and relaxation in mind. Guests can enjoy a king-size bed, 

free high-speed internet, and a spacious bathroom with a walk-in 

crystal cabin rain shower and exclusive bath toiletries.

The pool view from these rooms creates a serene and peaceful 

atmosphere, perfect for a romantic getaway or a relaxing 

holiday in Crete.

1 DOUBLE
& 1 SOFA BED



LOCATION

Located in the beautiful and peaceful traditional 

village of Sisi, just 45km east of Heraklion on the 

island of Crete, 24km west of the cosmopolitan 

small town of Agios Nikolaos, the capital of  Lasithi 

region. Lasithi is known for its stunning 

landscapes, from the rugged mountains to the 

picturesque beaches and the fertile plains. It is 

home to several notable archaeological sites, 

including the Palace of Knossos, the capital of 

Minoan Crete, and the Lato, a well-preserved 

ancient city.

Visitors to Lasithi can enjoy a range of activities, 

from hiking and exploring the rugged terrain to 

relaxing on the beautiful beaches or 

experiencing the rich culture and traditions of the 

island. The region is also known for its excellent 

cuisine, with a focus on fresh, locally sourced 

ingredients and traditional recipes.

SUPERIOR 
ROOM 

Individual Pool

The Superior Rooms with individual pool are designed to provide 

guests with the utmost relaxation and comfort during their stay. 

These rooms are elegantly decorated and are located on the 

ground floor of the hotel, offering a private furnished terrace 

and a 12 sq.m. fresh water pool with sunbeds. This makes them 

the perfect "hideaway" for guests who seek privacy and 

tranquility. The spacious bathrooms are designed to enhance 

guests' relaxation and feature a walk-in Air-Bath or crystal cabin 

rain shower, premium toiletries, and bathroom amenities. 

Guests can unwind in the comfort of their rooms and enjoy a 

refreshing dip in their private pool. Overall, the Superior Rooms 

with individual pool offer guests a luxurious and intimate 

experience, perfect for couples seeking a romantic getaway or 

anyone who wants to indulge in a little bit of pampering.

2 ADULTS 30 m2 1 DOUBLE
& 1 SOFA BED



 

The Superior Rooms offer a modern and contemporary decor, 

elegantly appointed for your comfort and luxury. With garden 

or mountain views, these rooms are available on all floors and 

are perfect for a romantic getaway or a relaxing holiday in 

Crete. Enjoy the spacious bathroom, designed for your 

relaxation with a walk-in crystal cabin rain shower, and 

exclusive bath toiletries. Relax on the king-size mattress, stay 

connected with free high-speed internet, and pamper yourself 

in the designer bathroom. These flats are spacious and 

elegantly furnished, offering the perfect blend of comfort and 

luxury for your stay.

The Superior Room Mountain View with Open-Air Jacuzzi is a 

luxurious and elegantly decorated room designed to offer a 

sense of relaxation and comfort. These rooms are located on the 

first or second floor of the hotel and offer a private, spacious 

furnished balcony with an open-air jacuzzi. The jacuzzi provides 

a perfect opportunity to unwind and take in the stunning 

mountain views.

The spacious bathroom is designed for your relaxation and 

showcases a walk-in Air-Bath or crystal cabin rain shower, 

premium toiletries, and bathroom amenities. The room is perfect 

for a romantic getaway or a relaxing holiday in Crete. The fine 

furnishings and attention to detail make for a truly luxurious stay.

2 ADULTS 27-30 m2

SUPERIOR 
ROOM 

Mountain View 
with Open-Air Jacuzzi

1 DOUBLE
& 1 SOFA BED



The Maisonette Suite Garden View is a luxurious suite that spans 

two levels, offering sophisticated and stylish accommodation. The 

suite features a spacious bedroom and a separate sitting area, 

elegantly decorated with fine furnishings. The suite overlooks the 

garden, providing a peaceful and serene atmosphere. The 

spacious bathroom is designed for relaxation, with a walk-in 

Air-Bath or crystal cabin rain shower, premium toiletries, and 

bathroom amenities. With its discrete luxury and attention to 

detail, the Maisonette Suite Garden View is the perfect choice for 

those seeking an indulgent and relaxing stay.

3 ADULTS 45-50 m2

MAISONETTE 
SUITE 

Garden View

1 DOUBLE &
1 SOFA



These Maisonette Suite Individual Pool rooms are a luxurious 

option for those seeking ultimate relaxation and comfort. 

Spanning over 50 square meters, the 2-level suites combine a 

sitting area with a spacious bedroom, providing a serene 

atmosphere for guests to unwind. The suites are located on the 

first floor, and offer breathtaking land and partial sea views. The 

spacious bathrooms feature either an Air Bath or a crystal cabin 

rain shower, and come with branded guest amenities that are 

sure to soothe away all stress, creating a sense of calm and 

uplift.

3 ADULTS 50 m2

MAISONETTE 
SUITE 

Individual Pool

1 DOUBLE &
1 SOFA



Introducing the newest addition to Castello Boutique Resort, a 

brand new room type built in 2023 in the resort's new extension. 

This adults-only room is perfect for two, featuring a warm and 

comfortable atmosphere with luxurious art deco elements and 

breathtaking sea views. Relax in the spacious and impressively 

designed room, complete with a stunning bathroom, a king-size 

Cocomat bed, and all amenities. Indulge in the ultimate luxury 

experience and immerse yourself in the beauty of Crete at 

Castello Boutique Resort's newest room offering.

2 ADULTS 30 m2

CASTELLO 
SUPERIOR

SEA VIEW
ROOM

1KING SIZE



The Penthouse Suite with Open-Air Jacuzzi is an exceptional and 

spacious open-plan suite situated on the second floor of the 

hotel. It boasts a large furnished terrace with an open-air 

Jacuzzi, offering breathtaking panoramic views of the sea and 

land. The contemporary design of the furniture creates an 

intimate ambiance of warmth and luxury. The suite comprises a 

cozy living area and a spacious bedroom with a king-size bed, 

elegantly decorated to provide an impressive and restful 

atmosphere. The luxurious bathroom features a bathtub and a 

crystal cabin rain shower, accompanied by branded guest 

amenities, guaranteeing to soothe away all stress and create a 

sense of calm and uplift.

3 ADULTS 45 m2

PENTHOUSE 
SUITE 

with Open-Air Jacuzzi

1 DOUBLE &
1 SOFA



Experience ultimate luxury in the new Castello Suite with individual 

pool, now available at the resort's latest extension built in 2023. 

Perfect for couples seeking an intimate getaway, this room is 

designed exclusively for two adults, ensuring a private and 

romantic stay. Enjoy the warm and comfortable atmosphere of 

the room's luxurious art deco design, complemented by stunning 

views of the sea. Relax in the spacious areas, including an 

impressive bathroom, and indulge in the comfort of a king size 

bed with a Cocomat mattress. Everything you need for a truly 

pampering stay is at your fingertips, with all amenities included. 

But the real highlight of this room is the private individual pool, 

offering the ultimate escape for guests to unwind and soak up 

the sun in their own secluded paradise. 

2 ADULTS 35 m2

CASTELLO 
SUITE
SEA VIEW

INDIVIDUAL POOL

1KING SIZE



WELLNESS

Escape to a world of 
rejuvenation and relaxation at 
Callista Spa, where ancient wellness 
practices meet modern luxury. Indulge 
in a hydrotherapy swimming pool, fully 
equipped fitness center, and a variety of spa treatments 
designed to nourish your body and soul. Allow our expert 
therapists to transport you to a state of total tranquility and 
leave feeling refreshed, reinvigorated, and reborn.

A range of massage and body treatments, including 
aromatherapy, Swedish, hot stone and deep tissue massage, 
as well as facials, scrubs and wraps
•  Yoga and meditation classes led by experienced 

instructors
•  Outdoor terrace for relaxation and lounging
•  Private treatment rooms for couples or individuals
•  Personalized wellness consultations and fitness plans
• Steam room and sauna with chromotherapy and 

aromatherapy
•  Luxurious changing areas with showers and lockers
•  State-of-the-art equipment and products for all 

treatments and services.
•  A specially curated selection of natural and organic 

skincare and wellness products available for purchase.
Access to the spa is limited to guests above the age of 16.
Advance reservations are recommended to ensure availability 
of treatments and services.

Experience ultimate 
rejuvenation

CALLISTA SPA (EXTRA CHARGE)
Operating Hours: 10:00-19:00 (daily)



PUBLIC
AREAS

Where genuine warmth 
meets unparalleled comfort

 

The Superior Rooms with Pool View offer guests a comfortable 

and stylish stay in Crete. These rooms are located on the first 

and second floors and provide a direct view of the resort's large 

outdoor freshwater swimming pool.

Featuring fine furnishings, these rooms are designed with 

comfort and relaxation in mind. Guests can enjoy a king-size bed, 

free high-speed internet, and a spacious bathroom with a walk-in 

crystal cabin rain shower and exclusive bath toiletries.

The pool view from these rooms creates a serene and peaceful 

atmosphere, perfect for a romantic getaway or a relaxing 

holiday in Crete.

Pool:  09:00 - 18:00

Aroma Bar: 12:00 - 00:00

Gym: 10:00 - 19:00

Opening hours



The Superior Rooms with individual pool are designed to provide 

guests with the utmost relaxation and comfort during their stay. 

These rooms are elegantly decorated and are located on the 

ground floor of the hotel, offering a private furnished terrace 

and a 12 sq.m. fresh water pool with sunbeds. This makes them 

the perfect "hideaway" for guests who seek privacy and 

tranquility. The spacious bathrooms are designed to enhance 

guests' relaxation and feature a walk-in Air-Bath or crystal cabin 

rain shower, premium toiletries, and bathroom amenities. 

Guests can unwind in the comfort of their rooms and enjoy a 

refreshing dip in their private pool. Overall, the Superior Rooms 

with individual pool offer guests a luxurious and intimate 

experience, perfect for couples seeking a romantic getaway or 

anyone who wants to indulge in a little bit of pampering.

DINING

Origins Premium Restaurant 
at the Castello Boutique Hotel is 
named to reflect its focus on tradition, 
fine local products, and roots. The name 
"Origins" is inspired by the restaurant's commitment to using fresh, 
locally sourced ingredients that showcase the rich flavors and 
culinary traditions of Crete. By using traditional cooking techniques 
and highlighting local ingredients, Origins celebrates the roots of 
Cretan cuisine while offering a unique and memorable dining 
experience. Origins restaurant is a dining destination that offers a 
unique culinary experience inspired by the philosophy of 
"farm-to-table." This concept emphasizes the use of fresh, locally 
sourced ingredients to create flavorful and healthy dishes.

The menu at Origins is carefully curated to showcase the bounty of 
ingredients available from the surrounding farms and producers. 
From the starters to the desserts, every dish is crafted with care 
and attention to detail, ensuring a memorable and satisfying dining 
experience.The cuisine inspiration is rooted in the belief that food 
should be both delicious and nourishing. By using fresh, locally 
sourced ingredients, the restaurant creates dishes that are not only 
satisfying but also promote good health.
 Overall, Origins restaurant offers a dining experience that is both 
delicious and sustainable. The emphasis on farm-to-table 
philosophy ensures that every dish is made with the freshest 
ingredients, while the culinary inspiration celebrates the flavors of 
the surrounding region.

a culinary journey that blends 
the freshest local ingredients 

with a touch of traditional and 
international flavors, elevating 

the dining experience
 to new heights

Opening hours
Breakfast: 07.00 to 10.30
Dinner:19.00 to 22.30



The Superior Room Mountain View with Open-Air Jacuzzi is a 

luxurious and elegantly decorated room designed to offer a 

sense of relaxation and comfort. These rooms are located on the 

first or second floor of the hotel and offer a private, spacious 

furnished balcony with an open-air jacuzzi. The jacuzzi provides 

a perfect opportunity to unwind and take in the stunning 

mountain views.

The spacious bathroom is designed for your relaxation and 

showcases a walk-in Air-Bath or crystal cabin rain shower, 

premium toiletries, and bathroom amenities. The room is perfect 

for a romantic getaway or a relaxing holiday in Crete. The fine 

furnishings and attention to detail make for a truly luxurious stay.

GENERAL
INFO

ACCEPTED CREDIT CARDS

BASIC FEATURES
Check-in: 15:00
Check-out:11:00
Luggage room available
In room dining(room service) 11:00 - 23:00
Doctor on call (extra charge)
Pets not allowed

ROOM & SUITE AMENITIES
- Cotton bathrobes and slippers
- Premium cotton linen and duvets
- Luxury bed mattresses
- Full length mirror
- Lighted closet
- Branded bathroom amenities
- Fully stocked refrigerated mini bar (extra charge)
- Satellite interactive 42’’ flat screen with intergraded music channels
- Individually controlled Air Conditioning andheating
- Complimentary wired and wireless high-speedinternet access
- Writing desk
- Direct dial phone
- Complimentary tea/coffee making facilities
- Crystal Cabin Rain Fall Shower
- Phone in bathroom
- Open Air Jacuzzi (in selected rooms &suites)
- Electronic safe, 15’’ laptop size
- Hairdryer
- Private furnished Balcony or Terrace
- Double-glazed windows
- Non smoking rooms (smoking is permitted on the balconies)
- 18-hour room service
- Laundry and dry cleaning service (extra charge)
- Valet and self-parking
- Twice-daily housekeeping with nightly turndownservice
- Iron and ironing board (uponrequest)
- Magnifying make-up mirror, dual voltage shaver outlet
- Variety of pillows (upon request)
- Complimentary use of Gym
- Wake up service



CASTELLO BOUTIQUE RESORT & SPA  An Adults only destination

G.N.T.O. Registry Number: 1040K015A0174201
I.Papatheodorou, Sissi, (Agios Nikolaos) 72400 Lasithi, Crete, Greece
T: +30 2841071102 F: +30 28410 71350
E: reservations@castelloboutique.com
W: www.castelloboutique.com

CONTACT DETAILS
For additional information or reservations, please contact our reservations or sales departments:

SALES DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Poppy Tzannetoulakou  T: +30 2815 203803 E: sales@castellohotels.com

HOTEL’S MANAGER
Mr. DimitrisLampakis T: +30 2841071102 E: manager@castelloresorts.com

RESERVATIONS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Eleni Tsardaka – Reservations Coordinator T: +30 28410 71102 E: 
reservations@castelloboutique.com


